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Abstract: 

This thesis inves�gates DNA dynamics and transloca�on through nanopores using Brownian dynamics 
(BD) simula�ons, offering insights into sequencing technologies, DNA marker detec�on, and accurate 
barcoding u�lizing solid-state nanopore pla�orms. First, we in silico study the intricate process of capture 
and transloca�on in a single nanopore. Our simula�on reveals a high probability of hairpin loop 
forma�on during the capture process. However, ataching a charged tag to one end of DNA improves 
mul�-scan rates and enhances unidirec�onal transloca�ons. We use modula�ng voltage biases to mul�-
scan a λ-phage dsDNA with oligonucleo�de flap markers (tags) through a single and double nanopore 
system. Our study shows that the bulkier tags introduce velocity varia�ons along the chain length that 
lead to poten�al inaccuracies in gene�c distance (barcode) es�ma�ons. We introduce an interpola�on 
scheme that incorporates both the tag veloci�es and the average velocity of the chain to improve 
barcode precision. Subsequently, we include bead and side-chain tags to explain asymmetric dwell �me 
distribu�ons as observed in double nanopore experiments. Our findings indicate that local charge 
interac�ons between tags and the nanopore's electric field introduce dwell �me asymmetries that can 
be used for discrimina�ng tags based on their net charges. Finally, we obtain the current blockades of 
the molecular mo�fs atached to a dsDNA using electrokine�c Brownian dynamics (EKBD) simula�on. 
Our simula�on demonstrates that divalent salt reduces the transloca�on speed, facilita�ng precise 
measurement of the mo�f's dwell �me. Finally, we formulate a volumetric ansatz to construct current 
blockade diagrams from the ordinary BD simula�on in a computa�onally efficient way and show that 
using simple scale factors, these volumetric blockades can be mapped accurately to the ionic current 
blockades obtained from more expensive EKBD simula�on. Our studies present comprehensive 
explora�ons of DNA transloca�on and barcoding methods in solid-state nanopores, demonstra�ng their 
u�lity in nanopore sequencing and nanobiotechnology.
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